2020 Hall of Fame Inductees

Sharon Almerigi

Sharon is the first Hall of Fame Inductee for the IAF region of Latin America and the Caribbean. Sharon has been an active member of IAF for 24 years, becoming a CPF in 2003, assessor in 2010 and CPF Emeritus in 2019. Sharon has been IAF”s leading presence and advocate in the Caribbean since 1999. Co-founder and Chair of the Caribbean Facilitators Network served as regional Director for Latin American and the Caribbean.

Jim Campbell

Now residing in Columbia, Jim was an active member in IAF Region of Europe, from 1996 until 2008. Jim was the Board Director for Europe from 2004-2008 and during this time grew membership from 75 to 500, which included the growth of engagement in new countries in the region. The IAF region is now called Europe, Middle East and North Africa. Jim after his recent retirement as Director of ICA in Brussels and move to Latin America, continues to write, consult, train and teach.

Maureen Jenkins

Maureen played a key role in ‘imagining’ how facilitation could flourish in Europe and the Netherlands and then helped make those dreams a reality. Maureen was the founder and Chair of the IAF Netherlands Chapter and Convenor of the first IAF Conference to be held outside of North America in 1996. In conjunction with her husband Jon, Maureen established the IAF Methods Database.
Pamela Lupton-Bowers

Pamela from the EMENA Region, holds many certifications including the IAF CPF attained in 2005 and recently awarded CPF Masters in 2019. As a role model Pamela is recognised for her relentless energy, creativity, dedication and countless hours of volunteering to uphold the vision of IAF and build the practice and field of facilitation. She is an invaluable Mentor in the IAF Mentoring Programme and interesting to read that Pamela worked on a task force with fellow Hall of Famer Inductee Jim Campbell exploring the recognition of CPF training courses in 2006.

Tony Nash

Tony, located in Canada, has been an outspoken and active advocate for IAF since he joined the organisation in 1999. Tony was pivotal in developing the original IAF Statement of Values and Code of Ethics in 2003. Tony has also been a CPF Assessor and Process Manager since 2001 serving at over 30 locations around the world. Tony has also held the role of IAF Treasurer not once but twice in the last ten years.

Ruth Nicholson

Ruth has been an active member of the IAF for 19 years. Becoming a CPF in 2003 and CPF Assessor in 2007 and was a member of the first CPF program review in the same year. Ruth introduced graphic recording to capture plenary sessions at IAF Conferences, the first in South Africa in 2008 and was the first a member of the first Virtual Chapter of IAF coordinated out of North Carolina USA.
Ng Choon Seng

Choon has been an active member since 2004 and one of the initiators of the IAF Singapore Chapter. He actively promote the CPF program and is a CPF Assessor and Process Manager. Choon is also the author of ‘What’s your question” and co-author of “Optimising the Power of Action Learning”. His practice in facilitation is in multi-lingual and multi-cultural context and he has attended and delivered at IAF Conferences in Asia.

Penny Walker

Penny is a founding member of the IAF England and Wales Leadership Team – Chapter was developed in 2015. She has been a Mentor for the IAF Mentoring Programme to multiple Mentees and also supported fledgling facilitators outside of this program. Penny joined IAF in 2007 and has been a trainer of facilitation for over 20 years. She has published “Working Collaboratively’ and ‘Change Management for Sustainable Development’.